it is time to rethink data system architecture as a synthesis and learning problem
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Data structures are at the core of any data driven algorithm. In fact for any given problem, the design of the data structure defines the range of algorithms that may be applied.
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How do I make my data system run x times as fast? (sql,nosql,bigdata, …)

Data structures are prevalent across many applications. Many data driven problems can in fact be seen as a data structure problem.
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How do I make my **data system** run x times as fast? 🕒 (sql,nosql,bigdata, …)

How do I minimize my **bill** in the **cloud**? 🍀

How do I extend the **lifetime** of my hardware? 🚤

How to accelerate **statistics** computation for data science/ML? 📊

Data structures are prevalent across many applications. Many data driven problems can in fact be seen as a data structure problem.
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Every data structure design is simply a point in the design space of possible solutions. There is no perfect design. Every design balances the fundamental tradeoffs of Read, Update, and Memory amplification. For example, Read amplification is defined as the excess data an algorithm needs to read on top of the data it wants to read. Typically a data structure would have some kind of metadata or navigation data that help locate the actual data, e.g., the internal nodes of a B-tree. Reading this navigation data is an excess cost, adding to read amplification. Creating a data structure without any navigation data would suffer update or even more read amplification. For example, we could choose to not have any structure in the data at all. Then every query would have to touch all the data. The other extreme would be to sort all data which effectively provides an implicit structure. But then updates get expensive. Overall, there is no perfect design.
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We increasingly need to think of new data structure designs, because applications and data change rapidly and because for data driven applications great performance comes only after rethinking the storage layer as well.
NEW APPLICATIONS

existing systems need to change too
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**Goal**: system design space: (data structure, algorithms)

it is possible to:
1) map design space
2) reason about designs
3) replace with models
4) combine with models

The goal of the tutorial is to provide evidence that the four items on this slide are possible. And then to argue that given these advancements the time is ripe to think of systems that can automatically adapt to their environment via “synthesis and learning”. By itself adaptation has always been a goal and many great efforts of the past have made big steps in this direction: people have used different names for such systems” adaptive, auto-tuned, just-in-time”. The new angle here is “synthesis and learning”. These represent fundamentally new paradigms that we argue can push the limits of such adaptive systems to the next level also by utilizing past techniques.
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always (close to) optimal data system by adapting to data, queries, and hardware!!
At first it may seem counter intuitive that it is possible to synthesize or automate part of the design of a system. In fact, the more expert one is, the more likely it is to think that this may be impossible. We will show many encouraging examples that this direction is an exciting research path.
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The tutorial draws from our recent work on the Data Calculator, Periodic Table of Data Structures, and Learned Indexes. We present the basic principles of these works, their similarities, and possible synergies.
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Many efforts in the field have been motivated by the vision of generating tailored systems for a specific scenario. In fact, even traditional databases are architected with this vision in mind. A generic database system can optimize a plan on the fly to match the query needs, it can choose from different storage and indexing options, etc. This is how generic database systems can be used in a wealth of applications! And then recent research has tried to push the boundaries of tailored designs by rethinking parts of the stack of a database system.
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the "traditional" stack
(no ML, no synthesis)
For example, ideas that allow an optimizer to evaluate on the fly its own decisions and adapt to the running results make a data system more adaptable to dynamic workloads. Similarly ideas such as Smooth Scan which make plans less dependent on a priori knowledge data and queries allow a system to adapt on-the-fly to the data and queries while providing robust behavior.
ReOptimization (SIGMOD 1998, SIGMOD 05, TKDE09)
Optimize but then reconsider if plan deviates
Utilize if possible previous results

Smooth Scan (ICDE 2015)
Select operator: Do not plan. Instead, start probing
the index and if needed smoothly switch to scan
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Smooth Scan (ICDE 2015)
Select operator: Do not plan. Instead, start probing
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The database plans automatically
adapt to the workload online
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Index Advisors (VLDB 1997)

Given a workload sample:
Use the optimizer cost models to do what-if analysis

Index advisors is perhaps the best example of how existing database systems tailor their design to particular applications. By making it possible to support many different indexing schemes and by offering tools that make it possible to choose the most appropriate indexing scheme using knowledge of the workload, systems can adapt to the application. These ideas have been utilized widely for both offline and online adaptation and the latest research ideas are about experimenting with the utilization of ML for making the actual decisions.
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Given a workload sample:
Use the optimizer cost models to do what-if analysis

The database indexing semi-automatically adapts to the workload (offline and online)
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Even lower at the database system stack ideas such as db cracking, and NoDB, show how we can remove some of the static and critical decisions which typically happen offline by human DBAs (assisted by auto-tuning tools), and instead build systems that automate fully these decisions. DB cracking shows how we can build a system that automatically creates the right set of indexes without any human supervision, while NoDB shows how we can build a system that automatically loads only the needed part of the data into the system. The point here is not only the decision itself (e.g., the right index or data to load), but also to make sure that the system runs smoothly with minimum overhead compared to a fully tuned system and that we can start using the system for queries immediately without having to wait for any tuning or preparation steps.
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The primary trick among these lines of work is that there is zero action taken during initialization time. This means that we can start querying a system without doing any data loading and any indexing. And then as we use the system, it incrementally becomes better and better.
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From a technical point of view the main idea is that data is continuously physically reorganized to match the ideal layout that incoming queries dictate. This means that every read query is turned into a write query which implies several side-effects for system design. There is a plethora of works over the past decade that addresses many of those issues. For example, how to reorganize data in an efficient way, how to support updates, and concurrent operations, etc.
Even with all existing ideas, a data system is locked into a design “class”. For example even with adaptive loading and adaptive indexing enabled, a column-store would still be a column-store and so it would have specific performance behavior. The ultimate vision is to be able to affect the design of the system itself at its core. An adaptive system is indeed much more flexible but at the end of the day it covers a small part of the possible design space.
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Ideally we would be able to cover the whole design space and create systems that can adapt to any scenario.
How do we do it now? We design systems manually. It takes many years. It is slow and expensive.
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1 design/research skills do not scale

Manual design is not sustainable long term to keep up with the needs of new applications.
There are many critical issues with manual design. One of the biggest issues is that even for experts on a particular field it is very hard to really know everything that has been invented, everything that is possible. This problem gets increasingly harder as time goes by and more research is developed.
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Ideally we would be able to design data structures automatically for the problem at hand. And this would make it easier to design tailored systems as well. Well, this is an old vision. The most elegant description of this goal is by Rob Tarjan, who argued for a “Calculus of Data Structures” as one of the five big challenges for computer science.
Ideally we would be able to design data structures automatically for the problem at hand. And this would make it easier to design tailored systems as well. Well, this is an old vision. The most elegant description of this goal is by Rob Tarjan, who argued for a “Calculus of Data Structures” as one of the five big challenges for computer science.
At Harvard we have been working for the last 6 years we have been focusing on exactly this problem with an end goal being a new generation of systems that can transition their data layout in between fundamentally different data structure designs to match the data, queries, and hardware. We call this self-designing systems because the kind of changes allowed are changes that normally happen at design time manually.
As a first step in this direction, we built an engine, which we call the Data Calculator and which takes as input the hardware, workload and layout of a data structure. It then computes automatically the algorithms that this data structure design needs to optimally process the workload on this hardware and it also computes the performance. That is, the response time that an actual implementation of this design would need to run this workload on this hardware. However, all this happens without the user having to implement anything and without even needing access to the actual hardware. Given this engine we show that we can start thinking about game-changing paradigms for system designs such as interactive design, self-designing systems, and fully automatic design for instance optimal systems.
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We now describe the reason why these questions are the key. First we observe that we can describe each data structure as a set of design concepts. That is all the fundamental design decisions that describe their core design.
Given that observation, it follows that every new data structure design it falls in one of two buckets. It either consists fully of existing design concepts, or it contains at least one new design concept.
After 50-60 years of computer science research the point is that most of what we design it is actually a combination of existing design concepts. Hardly anything contains an actual new design concept.
For most people the previous statement is either obvious or hard to accept. To better understand why the previous statement holds consider an example from literature. The words on the slides are known to all of us. We all know how to use them, what they mean, and we likely use them every day.
Yet if we take a subset of these words, and put them in a particular order, we can create surprisingly new and unique sentences. However, even if this comes out of existing components it does not mean that it is easy to do. Given the massive “design space” it requires brilliance and talent to see these patterns. It is the same with data structure design and systems. Saying that most or even all designs come out of existing design concepts, does not mean that it is easy to come by. In fact it is extremely hard to do so as the design space is massive which is why many say that data structure and system design is kind of an art. The question is: can we accelerate this process somehow?
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Nikos Kazantzakis, philosopher

**NEW & BRILLIANT**

I hope for nothing
I fear nothing
I am free

action is the most holy form of ultimate theory
This is exactly what we do by trying to find the fundamental first principles of design, figure out how they combine, how we can synthesize them to new designs, what are their properties, and eventually to be able to automatically choose among the possible combinations.
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A useful analogy is the periodic table of elements in chemistry. It created the design space of chemical elements. It brought structure and allowed researchers to organize the knowledge of the time. But most importantly, the structure of the design space itself allowed future researchers to guide their efforts! Researchers were doing research for more than one hundred years driven by the gaps in the periodic table.
This is one of the last elements that was discovered driven purely by the structure of the 100 year old periodic table.
Similar research style has appeared in several fields of computer science including databases. Mike Franklin’s PhD is an elegant example of creating a design space, organizing existing work and showing several open research opportunities through the design space.

“The taxonomy is used to shed light both on the nature of the design space and on the performance tradeoffs implied by many of the choices that exist in the design space.”
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The quest to find the first principles of data structure design is an iterative process between breaking existing designs to their fundamental components and trying to answer open questions in the field through design space organization as some times this shows us that certain design principles that were thought to be fundamental they are not (for example they can be optimized out).
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We will see a few examples of decomposing design to their principles. In particular we will study LSM-tree based designs.
LSM-tree designs work by buffering incoming data at an in-memory buffer and then merging to increasingly larger levels to disk.
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Overall we end up with a set of levels where data is temporally partitioned across the levels. In memory structures help reduce I/O at the cost of CPU cost and memory amplification. Bloom filters help us know if a data item may be present in a level (run) and fence pointers then tell us which page we should read. This means that a query will do at most one I/O per run to locate an item. We can reduce all LSM-tree designs to a small set of design principles that can be parameterized to give all existing designs.
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An example of a design principle that can be optimized out is the number of bits per entry in the bloom filters of an LSM-tree. We can actually write down a closed form formula that dictates what is the optimal number of bits. The trick is that it is not a fixed number for every level. In fact smaller levels should have exponentially more bits per entry compared to bigger levels. This is because every level contributes in the same way to the total cost (1 I/O per run) and it is much more beneficial to spend the memory budget at the small levels where every bit can give a bigger boost in terms of the false positive rate.
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Other decisions such as the number of runs per level need to remain as critical design option and we need to tune it specifically for the problem at hand. The investigation of the design principles and the possible combinations reveals new possible designs by considering all possible ways to synthesize the design principles. In this case, we find that having an arbitrary number of runs tuned specifically for every level of the tree gives the flexibility to match the workload exactly.
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This design space works like a grammar. It allows us to describe nodes of data structures. It gives us 10 to the 16 possible node designs. And then we can use one or more types of nodes, and connect them to create complex data structures. For example, most designs we know in the literature contain two types of nodes. Usually the index node and the data node. E.g., the internal and the leaf nodes of a B-tree, or the hash map and the buckets of a hash-table. Very few data structures with three nodes have been described. Notable exceptions are the Bounded Disorder paper which combines B-tree and Hash-table elements, as well as the MassTree paper which combines B-tree and Trie elements.
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We use radar visuals to describe node types.
Examples of known designs and how they can be synthesized from the design space. For example a plain array can be described as a single node design where keys and values are stored in sequence with no particular order. On top of that, we can create a linked list of arrays by adding one more node type which contains no data but serves the purpose of linking the underlying nodes. Note that the grammar does not dictate that every node type is actually materialized to a physical data structure node. In the case of linked list of arrays the top level node is a virtual node that simply dictates the connecting structure of the underlying arrays.
Similar example like before but now with B+tree.
We have put everything together to create the periodic table of data structures. It is a zoomed out version of the design space. It classifies existing classes of data structures with respect to the design principles that have been applied. When a cell is marked as “done” this means that there is at least one research paper or system that we know of that has applied this design principles to this class of data structures. We also give guidance in terms of the RUM tradeoffs and what is expected to happen. The primary observation is that most of the design space is actually still unexplored! Like the periodic table in chemistry, the periodic table of data structures can be used to accelerate research by using the gaps as a guide.
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And this is why we need to answer the second question from the pair of questions we presented earlier about cost synthesis. The design space itself is not enough because it is massive. We need a way to navigate the space. And to be able to navigate and search the space the first fundamental component is to be able to cost every design, i.e., to be able to say how it would perform. If we can do that, then we can start comparing pairs of designs and we can start developing search algorithms.
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We experimented with generalized models to test the potential. We used the standard access path selection problem as a paradigm. In particular we studies access path selection in memory. Many people claim today that we do not need indexes in memory. There is quite some controversy around this issues. So using generalized models to understand this problem makes for a perfect problem setting.
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DO WE STILL NEED INDEXING? (AND IF YES HOW DO WE CHOOSE)
We found many interesting notes. Even in memory it can be beneficial to use indexing. The trick is that we should not have any more a fixed selectivity threshold, and instead we need to have a dynamic threshold which depends on concurrency. We also showed how we can explain the evolution of access path selection tradeoffs over the years. And also what may happen as hardware changes in the future.
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The first idea that comes to mind is creating an elaborate set of rules that given the layout map to algorithms.
The problem is that this would be extremely complex. As past research in AI has shown maintaining complex rule based systems does not scale. What we do instead is that we rely again on synthesis from first principles. We figure out what are the fundamental building blocks for the algorithms of key-value structures, such as sorted search, scan, random access, etc. And then we develop models that describe how they behave. The trick here is that we may in fact have several options for each one of those fundamental algorithmic components. For example, sorted search may happen in many different ways and even specific implementations would be slightly different and also the hardware affects performance in critical ways. To address all those points we develop learned cost models that describe the key-value algorithms.
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Overall the calculator first needs some time to train its models on the target hardware: this takes about 1 minute. Then it can take as input the layout of a target data structure and a workload (data and queries) and it computes the cost to run those queries over this data structure. It does this by constructing the state of the data structure at each step of the workload, computing the algorithm for each operation, and the path that the algorithm should follow over the data structure. It then assembles the cost using its models for each algorithmic component.
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This is the high level rule-based system the Calculator uses to synthesize algorithms given a data layout. It reads from right to left. Given a high level description of the layout of a data structure, it uses the description of every node and given the path an operation needs to follow it constructs how the node should be accessed. Once it knows that, then it asks the learned models for the best algorithm and implementation to materialize the target algorithm given the exact state of the node (data size).
The only state needed is the number of entries in a node and the layout spec of the node.
There are several challenging issues. One example is how to properly account for caching effects. In this case we use a random access learned model which is trained for the target hardware but it is also weighted in terms of data size every time we invoke it. For example, if we are going to do a random access to go from the second level of a tree-based data structure to the third level, we can consider this as a random access within a flat array that includes all nodes of the first three levels of the tree. This implies that accessing deeper levels in the tree correctly gets more expensive (as shown in the model on the slide) as higher levels of the tree are naturally going to be cached with the higher probability.
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Here we compare the cost as it is computed by the Calculator against the actual cost observed when running a real implementation using the same data and queries and hardware as the input we give to the Calculator. In one case, we spend a couple of minutes describing a B-tree design in the Calculator syntax. In the other case, we spent weeks implementing the actual design. The Calculator gives accurate cost estimation even in the presence of query skew (which stresses caching effects). Similar results we observe when testing with cache conscious b-trees.
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The Calculator has been tested successfully for a diverse set of designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<th>B+Tree</th>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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It works for numerous data structure classes and for diverse hardware and operations. Training cost 50-100 secs.
Another big advantage of synthesis is that it created natural scenarios where new ideas can cross-pollinate across many areas. For example, imagine someone inventing a new design or a new implementation for the binary search used in their B-tree -like design. Once this new implementation becomes part of the Calculator as a learned model, the Calculator will consider it for any data structure design where any node is sorted. This helps easily utilize new ideas at a low level across all possible designs.
What-if we *add bloom filters* in the hash-table buckets?

The first usage of the Calculator is as a what-if engine. One can simply query the Calculator twice by changing one of the inputs the second time. For example if we try out two different data structure layout designs while using the same workload and hardware we can see the effect of the design changes. In our current implementation what-if queries take in the order of 20 seconds for a dataset of 10 million entries. The competition is fully implementing and testing the target design for several weeks…
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Our end goal was about automated design...
We can use the Calculator to build auto-design algorithms. E.g., algorithms that use its costing capabilities to iterate over multiple designs. In a recent example, we showed that using dynamic programming the calculator can design completely new data structures that are optimal for a given workloads and hardware within 30 minutes.
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Machine learning?
still the search space is too big

To make dynamic programming work we had to reduce the design space the algorithm searched. While this leads to very useful results, the end goal is to be able to search the whole possible design space. The next natural question is whether we can ML-inspired algorithms.
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Our recent work on data structure alchemy shows the roadmap for ML search algorithms that automatically design data structures over the massive possible design space. While the mapping of the search problem itself to individual ML-based algorithms is an exciting problem, the true challenge is the ability to restrict the design space automatically so we can make it practical for the algorithms to run. Recall that the useful space is larger than 10 to the 100. The figure in this slide shows the initial architecture of a system we are building called the Data Alchemist which describes how to create shortcuts in many steps of the path towards auto-design. Examples include the usage of design continuums (see respective CIDR19 paper) which allows part of the design space to actually be described by closed form models (and thus can be computed fast). Other examples, include termination triggers that have to do with hardware restrictions, i.e., if we reach latency or throughput very close to the ideal achieved by the target hardware we can stop even if a better design exists. Other considerations regarding the ideal design include the complexity of the design or how far it is from an existing design that we would be migrating from, etc.
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We are going to go into more detail on one of the ideas on how to quickly search the data structure design space for instance optimality. We call this “design continuums” and it draws motivation from the fact that we currently incorrectly perceive different data structures as fundamentally different. For example, take LSM-trees and B-trees: people think they are truly different and whole separate systems and industries have been built around each one of them.
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design continuum
The explanation of why this is possible goes back to first principle and synthesis. Now that we know the design space of data structures we can actually observe that these designs consist of many similar components and many components that while they are different they serve the same functionality.
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navigation transitions

-speed?
Using the design principles we have crafted the first design continuum which connects several well known data structures spanning log, LSM-based designs, B-tree based design, all the way to sorted array. The design continuum means that we can see those designs as incarnations of a single “super structure”.
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A design continuum contains a very small set of knobs (this first one contains 5) which can be used to instantiate any member design. The “magic” comes from a carefully crafted set of rules which dictate how the design is synthesized from the design principles and a single set of closed form I/O models that describe basic operations across “all” member designs. While we currently do not have an automatic way to construct design continuums the exciting fact is that it is actually possible to do so as proven by the first design continuum. The CIDR paper explains in more detail how to create one and what are the desired properties.
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Examples of how different data structures are instantiated by the first design continuum. One of the proofs is that the closed form models actually work, i.e., they produce the expected cost for these designs.
from write to read optimized

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T (Smooth Merge)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>O((1))</td>
<td>O((1))</td>
<td>O((1))</td>
<td>O((1))</td>
<td>O((1))</td>
<td>O((1))</td>
<td>O((1))</td>
<td>O((1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R (Fast Merge)</td>
<td>T - 1</td>
<td>T - 1</td>
<td>T - 1</td>
<td>T - 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L (Fast Merge)</td>
<td>T - 1</td>
<td>T - 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (Max Merge)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M (Merge &amp; Other)</td>
<td>N [2] + (1)</td>
<td>N (1)</td>
<td>N (1)</td>
<td>N (1)</td>
<td>T (1)</td>
<td>T (1)</td>
<td>T (1)</td>
<td>T (1)</td>
<td>T (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Brandon</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Leveled</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Scan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Scan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In the end what this means is that we can now instantly search within the design continuum for the best data structure! Because the closed form models are very fast to compute.
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The continuum can be used to “invent” new data structures! It naturally shows us designs which are not known or published in any way in the literature but they are derived as part of the primitives in the continuum. The graph on this slide shows a performance continuum using the models of our design continuum and highlighting how b-tree, be-tree and LSM-tree designs behave. B+tree is a single point while Be-tree and LSM-tree cover a larger area depending on their tuning and so are represented by a line. However, the continuum allows us to see many more designs and also know how they will behave. For example, we can complete the be-tree line with a design that does not have order within the tree levels. This makes it more write optimized. Similarly we can fill the area in between be-tree and LSM-tree with hybrid designs where some of the levels resemble be-tree designs and some resemble LSM-tree designs and thus providing hybrid properties which were not possible before. Now not only achieving this properties is possible but more crucially we can reliably predict what the behavior would be.
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The fact that all designs in the continuum are represented effectively by the same super structure, means that we can write templates that can instantiate any of the structures, leading to efficient implementations that can be derived automatically. Early results of this idea shows the potential.
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Properties that a design continuums should have. It should contain only designs that are ideally optimal for a given scenario or in other words a continuum should not contain designs that are never optimal for a workload because then we make it more complex without any gain. Second there should be only a single mapping from a workload to a design. Third, at the same time a useful continuum contains diverse designs that can span diverse performance properties. Fourth, we should keep the structure of the continuum in a form that is possible to navigate with simple rules. Finally, when the previous point is not possible, we can create layers in the continuum where we can make optimal decisions locally in an area before moving to the next layer of design decisions. This last part is not for free: we do lose the ability to represent certain designs, but navigability is essential for a design continuum to be useful.
Overall the first design continuum spanning core key-value store data structures means that we can now search instantly within this critical design space.
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There is a limit to what we can actually represent with models. We do not know where the limit really is. But there seems to be one…If we cannot represent some critical design decisions with a closed form model, then we can fall back to learning which is an essential tool to complete complex designs. One such decision is how much cache we should use in the key-value store design. While in the first continuum we demonstrated that we can make concrete decisions based on models on critical memory components such as buffer size, bit per entry for the bloom filters and fence pointers, the last memory component of how much cache we should use is extremely hard to capture accurately its behavior in a closed form model. At least we have not been successful yet. The reason is the strong dependency on workload. On the other hand, we can reasonably simply learn a model for how much memory we should devote to the cache! And then spread the rest of the memory to the rest of the in-memory components using the continuum.
There is a limit to what we can actually represent with models. We do not know where the limit really is. But there seems to be one... If we cannot represent some critical design decisions with a closed form model, then we can fall back to learning which is an essential tool to complete complex designs. One such decision is how much cache we should use in the key-value store design. While in the first continuum we demonstrated that we can make concrete decisions based on models on critical memory components such as buffer size, bit per entry for the bloom filters and fence pointers, the last memory component of how much cache we should use is extremely hard to capture accurately its behavior in a closed form model. At least we have not been successful yet. The reason is the strong dependency on workload. On the other hand, we can reasonably simply learn a model for how much memory we should devote to the cache! And then spread the rest of the memory to the rest of the in-memory components using the continuum.
We are now building a key-value store system using these principles. CrimsonDB can “shape” itself to resemble arbitrary data structure designs to much workload and hardware.
While there are several people who have influenced this work there are 4 that stand out for the creative and ground breaking work that pushed the limits of data structure design and put the foundations to be able to think about automated design. S. Bing Yao was the first person to think about storage advisors and already in the 70s built elaborate hardware conscious generalized models with which we could choose among many candidate designs. Don Batory has been the pioneer of modular systems across many fields and among other things pushed the agenda on high level languages for data structure design backed by a system that would synthesize arbitrary designs. Joe Hellerstein worked on GiST which effectively was a templated data structure platform that could be instantiated in many forms and be very easily extended to support new data types. Stefan Manegold was the first person to work on generalized models for the much harder problem of in-memory processing and showed the first signs that we can actually synthesize the cost of complex algorithms (database operators in this case) from simpler components that we learn by running a simple set of experiments on the desired hardware.
Lots and lots of wonderful students have worked in this line of ideas over the last 5-6 years.
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